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Baked Goods in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Modest volume growth, supported by population growth
Competitive landscape remains highly fragmented
Bread with a healthier positioning gaining value share

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Bread continues to be an important part of the daily diet
Growing interest in healthier bread products
Pastries and cakes register higher volume growth
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Breakfast Cereals in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Volume decline in 2023
Russian brands register higher growth
Hot cereals fares best

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Positive outlook over forecast period
Imported brands continue to dominate
Children’s breakfast cereal also seen as snack option
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Processed Fruit and Vegetables in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Prices fall for processed fruit and vegetables
Company leader Bonduelle loses value share
Shelf stable vegetables accounts for most volume sales.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Muted constant value growth over forecast period
Peas, corn and tomatoes set to continue driving sales of processed fruit and vegetables
Health concerns will limit the consumption of shelf stable fruit
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Processed Meat, Seafood and Alternatives To Meat in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Increase in volume growth in spite of uncertainty
Processed seafood registers volume decline
Popularity of barbecuing meat supports demand for chilled processed meat

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Moderate outlook over forecast period
Increase in supplies of frozen processed seafood from Baltic countries.
Viciunai Group set to remain strong leader in processed seafood
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Rice, Pasta and Noodles in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Healthy volume growth in instant noodles
Demand for pasta does not fall, despite rising prices.
Price increases for rice dampens volume demand

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Increased demand for premium brands of instant noodles
Expanding food consumption opportunities for pasta
Further price increase for rice in short term
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